






sure where I am and with a two-
pence piece stuck to my bare thigh.



through saturated peat bogs, but
these Borders foothills are smooth
and firm underfoot, appearing from a
distance to be lawned and mown,
like the emerald baize pastures of
Romantic paintings. It won’t last, but
for now it’s a green and pleasant
land that our feet walk upon.



binoculars go back in their case and
we move on.



agreeable when a powerful estate
car comes haring up the valley,
rattling over the cattle-grids and
kicking up dust.

Gareth is the landlord of the Rose
and Thistle Inn in Alwinton, my
lodgings for the night and venue for



I’m lost.
A few weeks before I set off I

made a list. Two lists, in fact:

Not Afraid Of Afraid Of
Solitude Loneliness
Bulls Bullocks
Farmers Farmers’ Dogs
Rain Fog
Darkness Blackness
Criticism Humiliation
Strangers Weirdos
Fatigue Blisters
Distance Time
Getting Stuck In Getting Lost

And now, after just a few miles of
solo journeying, it looks as though



We pass a sign pointing to nowhere
with the word Heartstoe on it, and a
less ambiguous notice saying DO
NOT TOUCH ANY MILITARY
DEBRIS, IT MAY EXPLODE AND
KILL YOU. Just after noon I’d
watched several dark green vehicles
moving along a sinister, unmapped



I’m shown the drying room where
some serious-looking kiln-like







I lie awake calculating the miles
that have gone by and the miles still
to come, and realise for the first
time that I’m not looking forward to
the morning, because I’m tired, and
my back hurts, and there’s a pain
behind my right knee, and something
has been rubbing my shoulder, and



Forty-eight people attend the
reading, depositing a generous



*



The approach to Garrigill clearly
hasn’t been orchestrated by the



have gone to bed. Waiting for Mike
to lock up I see a swinging torchlight
moving away down the street. It’s
Josephine, heading off through the
village, to walk the three or four
miles back to her house down the
black valley, alongside the dark
river, alone and in her silence.





*



ninny who came off that hill today,
the expression on his face, the look
in his eye, and it won’t wash. Who
am I trying to kid?



In front of the bay window of the
Langdon Beck Hotel I read that



stray too close to the river.



etc. carved into the handles, but also
a range of lightweight, retractable
aluminium poles.

‘I had a pair of these but I left them
in Kielder Forest,’ I tell the lady in
the shop, who has appeared from
nowhere, down some steps perhaps



perhaps conflated an image of
Hannah with an image of Mother
Teresa. The barn, when we lift the
latch and go inside, seems like the
perfect shrine, inasmuch as it is
completely empty.

Dark clouds are moving in as we



an unusual presence walking along
beside me for a few minutes,
someone I haven’t seen for a while:
my shadow.

The door to Kisdon Cottage is
locked so we peer through the
window. We’ve stopped here



hands in their pockets. In fact I’ve
been keeping a record of hikers
heading in the opposite direction,
making prejudicial assumptions
about their motivation based entirely
on physical appearance and general
demeanour. Here’s the tally so far:

The Last Hurrah 24
The Exuberance of Youth 9
The Call of the Wild 17
She’s Left Me/I’ll Show Him 16
Bear Grylls/Ray Mears Box Set 9
Julia Bradbury 4
Midlife Crisis 11
Finding Myself 2
Away with the Fairies 1
Unclassifiable 26



so completely unaware of each
other’s existence.



of Liverpudlian fricatives, their
mouths full of smoke, which as soon
as it leaves their lips is flung
backwards at a million miles an hour
into the fog-filled north.

The descent from Pen-y-ghent is
the closest the Pennine Way comes



The big glittering mirror set into
the landscape in the far distance is
Malham Tarn, which is where we’re
heading, and Adrian saves us the
bother of having to track him down
by intercepting us just south of
Tennant Gill Farm, his frantic
sheepdog Maggie rounding us up



suddenly spotting me here on top of
this cliff and coming swarming into
the handset, making it shudder and
twitch.

*





*

Sir Gawain sets out across the wild,
lawless landscape of England with
no map other than the stars and no
specific location to aim for other
than somewhere called the Green
Chapel, to keep an appointment with



The flight of reservoirs at Walshaw
Dean is low on water. Wherever all
the rain of the past couple of weeks
has been going it isn’t here;
Alcomden Water, the stream below
the last dam wall, is little more than
a trickle, and the exposed valley
looks rusty and sore, with cracks



including a teabag, a parking ticket,
a pine cone, a dental appointment
card (8 October, 3.15 p.m.), a
playing card (Joker), and a mobile-
phone number (‘Brenda. Call me’).

Then I’m done.
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